March 15, 2016
Dear Sir or Madam:
Skyline Sunrooms is an integral part of C-Thru Sunrooms and an important member of C-Thru’s
nationwide family of Dealer Partners. The relationship between the two companies began over 20 years
ago and continues today with Skyline being C-Thru Sunroom’s exclusive Dealer Partner in the greater
San Diego region.
Over the years, Skyline Sunrooms has gained the reputation of being the premier sunroom company in the
San Diego area. Chris and Lori Copeland, and the entire Skyline team, consistently provide excellent
service, support and results to their customers. Skyline’s pursuit of excellence also influences the
relationships with their suppliers like C-Thru Sunrooms. They demand quality products, exceptional
service and strong warranties from their suppliers to ensure Skyline is proving the highest quality product
at an exceptional value to their customers.
As a manufacturer with national distribution, we provide product to 100’s of contractors. Occasionally
we receive calls from homeowners when they are unhappy with service they are receiving from the
contractor. Unfortunately, I have heard some real horror stories. However, despite over 20 years of doing
business with Skyline Sunrooms, we have never received a call of concern from any of Skyline’s
customers. I cannot say that about any other dealer in our network that we have had a relationship with
for that long. In fact, I have heard more positive feedback from homeowners about Skyline and their
experience with the company than any other dealer in our network. From a supplier’s standpoint, Skyline
is a dream partner. A partner that provides a quality product, incredible customer service and exceptional
installations to create happy customers that rave about their positive experience!
The partnership between Skyline Sunrooms and C-Thru goes far beyond the purchasing of product. Chris
Copeland and the Skyline installation team have been instrumental in helping C-Thru develop new
products over the years. In fact, Chris Copeland is a member of C-Thru’s design and engineering
committee, helping to provide important feedback about our products. Chris was selected for this
committee due to his reputation for design and exceptional installation work.
C-Thru is proud to have formed such a strong and long lasting relationship with Skyline Sunrooms. It is
an honor to call Skyline Sunrooms, one of the premier sunrooms contractors in the nation, our partner in
the San Diego area!
Sincerely,

Mike Leigh
General Manager
C-Thru Sunrooms

